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Abstract

The SV-P100 PCM cassette recorder with a remarkably high per-
formance has been developed with a digital signal processing
technique. It offers the following features over and above a
conventional PCM processor using a home-use VTR as the recording/
reproduction medium:

1) Full range of functions thanks to new construction integrated
with a full-logic control VHS tape mechanism.

2) High performance and high-level functions combined with
compact size and low cost thanks to introduction of LSIs
(2 MOS types, 1 bipolar type) for PCM digital signal
processing, and analog-to-digital and digital-to-analog
converters.

The basic design has been carried out in consideration for
future facilities for professional use. These include a digital
editing equipment and other accessories for PCM digital systems.

1. Introduction

l)
In June 1979 integrated standards for consumer-use PCM tape
recorders were officially announced, thanks to the efforts
mainly of the Electronic Industries Association of Japan (EIAJ)
and others, and they contributed to the rapid spread of PCM

techniques in the audio field. 2).3).4)
Along with the announcement we announced the SH-P1 processor
(see Fig. 1) for PCM recording applications using a VTR.
As an extension of this developement, we have now integrated the
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VTR tape mechanism and processor parts and enhanced the
operational ease, functions and performance in our new SV-P100
PCM cassette recorder (see Fig. 2) which we shall describe
below.
Fig. 1 SH-P1 (left) PCM recording processor

(On right are VTR and cassette tape used along with
the SH-P1)

2. Features of the Main Unit

At the development stage we realized that the unit would become
the core of a new recording system and so we carried out the
design not only so that all the functions, accessory functions
and performance features would be incorporated into a single
unit but also so that there would be room for future extension

and expansion.

* Basic Performance of PCM recording

1) Quantizing and coding in 14-bit linear conversion

2) Complete correction with P and Q codes for error correction.
Previous value hold compensation lack of correction
capacity for triple errors or above

* Accessory functions

The main unit was designed to feature all the basic functions
of a top-of-the-line tape recorder and also to display an
operational ease on a par with that of cassette tape recorders.
This main unit employes the tape mechanism developed for VTRS
without modification but the following functions are added to
enhance operational ease as an audio tape recorder:

1) Search function
This function serves to find the start of programs.
A special signal is fed into the audio track on the tape
in time division.

2) Jump function
This function serves to skip automatically the unnecessary

parts of the tape and then playback the necessary part.
As with the search function, the audio track is used for
control.

* System Design

The basic design of the main unit offers the following expansion
and extension possibilities as a system.
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1) Possible use as PCM recording processor for commercial-
use VTRs.

2) Digital dubbing system adopted to safeguard against
deterioration in sound quality.

3) Multi-channel (between 4 and 24 channels) recording and
playback over and above 2-channel (stereo) uses

4) Possible use of simple editing unit enabling editing in
1/60-second units and also of advanced editing machine

enabling editing in sampling units (22 _sec.).

5) Possible use of digital preview unit for record cutting.

A video format is used for the input and output of the digital
signals with the external equipment. There are two main
reasons for this: first, the data address and emphasis control
signal are also included and there is the capacity to correct
code errors in the transmission line and second, it is
possible to mount a clock for system synchronization through
frequency multiplexing on a single coaxial cable.

3. Circuit Configuration

Fig. _ shows the configuration of the SV-P100 in circuit
blocks.

Fig. 4 _s a block diagram of the SV-P100's digital system and
it also shows the frequency relationship between fv and Fsamp.

4. Digital-to-Analog and Analog-to-Digital Conversion

The basic specifications of the PCM cassette recorder, such as
the frequency response, signal-to-noise ratio and harmonic
distortion are determined by these converters and so design
was carried out only after lengthy study of the printed circuit
board and circuit design as well as device selection.

4-1. Digital-to-Analog Conversion

We developed a current-summing type of 14-bit D/A converter.
In order to make the non-linear errors which appear as noise
and distortion less than 1/2 LSB, the D/A converter must have
a high accuracy of 0.003%.
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This is the relative accuracy minus the offset error and gain
error. Extensive study was conducted on the dynamic
behaviour including such points as the temperature distribution
on the semiconductor chip and the static relative accuracy of
the precision resistors and current switches. Table 1 gives
the basic characteristics.

Fig. 5 shows the configuration and circuit block.
Fig. 6 is a photo of the device dimensions.

4-2. Analog-to-Digital Conversion

A hybrid 14-bit A/D converter was developed using the above
D/A converter chip and adding a successive approximation
resistor, voltage comparator and gate IC chips.
A short description now follows of the steps taken in the
conversion timing to enhance the accuracy of the A/D converter.
In this particular A/D converter, it is necessary to convert
the stereo signal at a sampling frequency of 44.0559 kHz.
Furthermore, the conversion block which is allocated to 1 bit
for settling of the analog switch circuit of the L-R selector
circuit and sample & hold circuit besides the D/A converter is
given a frequency of 1.76 MHz (a time of 567 nanoseconds).
(See Fig. 4)
With the determination of the MSB here, the D/A converter

output swing is at its maximum and it is difficult to achieve
a settling accuracy of less than 0.003% within the 567 nsec.
time and so two clock portions are allocated to the conversion
of the MSB only and the accuracy thereby enhanced.
Table 1 gives the basic characteristics.
Fig. 7 shows the configuration block while Fig. 8 is a photo
of the device dimensions.

4-3. Sample & Hold, Deglitcher and Total Specifications

The settling response and linearity of the 14-bit accuracy have
to be displayed by the sample & hold circuits, deglitchers and
the analog switches which are used in them, and the requirements
made on performance in order to achieve the specifications are
quite stringent.
The relevant circuitry in this unit is configured according to
current drive principles and a great effect is displayed in
improving the distortion of the analog switches.
Fig. 9 shows the A/D and D/A converter peripheral circuits.
Fig. 10 gives the overall distortion characteristics of this
unit.
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As can be seen from this graph, the distortion characteristics
are bordering on their theoretical limits. This value
represents the distortion in the above-mentioned A/D and D/A
converters, too.
For reference, the 12-bit 3-broken line quantizing and
emphasis (with or without) values have also been given.

5. Digital Signal Processing

Fig. 11 is a block diagram of the digital signal processing
area.

As shown in the diagram, the number of individual parts has
been greatly reduced from the number making up conventional
circuitry using random logic. The configuration consists of
an A/D converter, D/A converter, IIL logic IC, recording LSI,
playback LSI and 4k-bit memory, and it enables all the digital
signals to be processed.
For the development of the unit we created three new devices--
the PCM recording LSI (MN6601), PCM playback LSI (MN6602) and
peripheral logic IIL IC (AN6860)-- besides the above-mentioned
A/D and D/A converters.
The exterior of the newly developed semiconductors is shown in
Fig. 12.

5-1. PCM Encoder

The PCM encoder is the part from the audio signal input to the
video format output in Fig. 4. The digital signal processing
block, more specifically the PCM recording LSI (MN6601) after
the 14-bit A/D converter, is described briefly here.
The MN6601 is an LSI for the tape recording of PCM digital
signals. The A/D-converted 14-bit digital data and the 14-bit

dt_'gital data reproduced and processed by MN6602 are fed in and
ne output is made available as video PCM data.

To deal with data dropouts during reproduction, the error
detection code and P and Q correction identification codes are
added and data interleaving is performed simultaneously.
An address generator circuit for the external memory is
installed for this interleaving and digital dubbing is made
possible in combination with MN6602. This LSI contains a
master clock oscillator and frequency dividers, and the clock
generator in the digital signal seetion is configured.
The MN6601 Lei is designed based on the PCM standard format,
and it has all the encoding functions of this standard format.
In other words, all the PCM encoding operations are performed
by this Lei so that the A/D-converted 14-bit digital data are
fed out as video signal data which have been PCM encoded by
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MN6601.
Table 2 lists the features of MN6601.

Fig. 13 shows the PCM encoding format and configuration.

5-2. PCM Decoder

The PCM decoder is the part from the video output to the audio
signal output in Fig. 4. The digital signal processing block
up to the 14-bit D/A converter, more specifically the PCM
reproduction LSI (MN6602), it described briefly here.
The MN6602 is an LSI for the tape playback of the PCM digital
signals. It decodes the PCM v_deo signals reproduced from the
video tape into PCM digital signals and supplies them to the
D/A converter. Its functions at the time of decoding include
bit reproduction, block reproduction, data error detection and
P/Q correction, data de-interleaving, previous value data
holding in the case of triple errors or more, and coded signal
muting when there are many errors. Also contained is an
address generator circuit for the external memory designed to
de-interleaving and jitter absorption.
A RAM is also provided inside the LSI chip for storing the data
forming the results of the error correction CRC (cyclic
redundaney check) detection.
The MN6602 LSI is designed based on the PCM standard format
and it has all the decoding functions of this standard format.
In other words, all the PCM decoding operations are performed
by this LSI so that decoded 14-bit serial data can be obtained
from the playback VTR signal composite synchronizing data and
signal data inputs.
Table 2 lists the features of MN6602.

Fig. 14 shows the PCM decoding system.

5-3. Time Base Generator for A/D, D/A Conversion

An IIL logic IC (AN6860) employing the master slice method was
developed for interconnection between the digital processor
circuitry and the data converters and also for control of the
data conversion centering on the A/D and D/A converters.
Table 3 gives the basic specifications of this IC.
Fig. 15 is a block diagram of the AN6860.

5-4. Digital Dubbing

When the SV-P100 is set to the reproduction mode, the PCM
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decoded digital output signals are applied to the digital
input pins of the MN6601 LSI for recording, digital dubbing
is performed and the output signals are fed out at the rear
panel DIGITAL OUT connector. Digital dubbing is therefore
performed again with the digital signals that have corrected
the errors on the playback tape.

5-5. Digital Input/Output Facilities

In order to transfer the digital signals of two SV-P100 units
or of the SV-P100 and other peripheral equipment, it is
necessary to transfer the clock siganl besides the digital
signal and synchronizing signals.
This is why a mechod of transferring the clock signal as a
separate line is often used. However, the SV-P100 employs a
frequency multiplexing method that superimposes the clock
signal over the video signal and a video siganl format as the
digital input/output facility with external equipment.
The advantage lies in the ease with which the signals are
transferred to the external equipment. However, the clock
signal is not superimposed over the DIGITAL OUT signal and the
actual clock signal superimposition is determined by the
internal clock mode and external clock mode selector.

When the video signal with the above-mentioned clock signal
superimposed is fed in, the video signal and clock signal must
be separated and one must be processed as the video signal and
the other as the clock signal.
Fig. 16 shows the DIGITAL OUT signal waveform which is fed out
with the clock signal superimposed and also the separate video
and clock signal waveforms during playback.

6. Video Signal Processing

During recording the video signal processor frequency modulates
the PCM video signal and records this FM signal on the tape.
During playback, it detects the playback FM signal, separates
the synchronizing signal and the data signal, and sends each
signal as data to the MN6602 reproduction LS1 in the digital
siganl processor.
The separation of the data signals inherent to PCM is an
important function in the video signal processor and since the
PCM signal error rate of the PCM system is determined by the
characteristics of this part, it means that this particular
part holds sway over the quality of the whole PCM recording and
playback system.
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Fig. 17 shows the video recording and playback signal waveforms.

As shown in the figure, the video signal reproduced is used to

open the input with the equalizer circuit and data are taken

out by adjusting the automatic slice level so that, as a result,

the data errors are kept to the absolute minimum.

7. VTR Tape Mechanism and Operation

This unit employs a VHS VTR tape mechanism. An automatic VTR

cassette loadinq unit and simple editing functions were added

for audio equipment applications.

Using the audio track (monaural) on the tape, the following

editing functions were added in order to enhance the unit's

operational ease:

1) Search function for locating the start of tape programs

2) Jump function for skipping unnecessary recorded parts and

plaving back the required part

3) Clear function for clearing the above 1) and 2) functions

4) Cue function for monitoring during tape fast forwarding

and rewinding

The signals about to be PCM=recorded are recorded in parallel

with the bias recording system on the audio track.

Also recorded on the tape is a 30 Hz CTL (control) pulse for

servo system control, and in synchronization with this pulse,

positive pulses (jump command) and negative pulses (search
command) are time division recorded on the audio track. These

command pulses serve to detect synchronously the playback

output siganls on the audio track. Reliable detection is

ensured whether the tape is moving forward or backward even

when the tape speed is varied.

8. Technical Specifications

Table 3 lists the technical specifications obtained with

SV-P100.

9. Conclusion

At the outset after the PCM standards were announced only
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processors which were used in combination with VTRs were

available although it was foreseen that processors would, in

their final form, be single units just like the SV-P100.

In order to configure a single unit, it was necessary to

develop 14-bit A/D and D/A converters as well as LSI chips

for digital signal processor and in this respect a great

contribution was made by the advances registered in the
Semiconductor Division.

In the coming months, steps will be taken to promote the

systemization of the new unit with a view to creating a

professional-use PCM recording/reproduction system.
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Table 1 Basic CHARACTERISTICS of A/D and D/A converter.

PARAMETER UNIT A/D CONVERTER D/A CONVERTER
ENKMA6193 ENKMD6192

RESOLUTION BIT 14 14

LINEARTY LSB 1/2 1/2

ANALOG I/O SWING 10V 4mA

SETTLING TIME nsec 350

CONVERSIONTIME gsec 8.5

DIGITAL 1/O TTL COMPATIBLE

SUPPLY VOLTAGE V 5, -15 5, -15

PACKAGE 43.05-x 17.6 31.75 x 15.24
32PIN 24PIN

DIGITAL INPUT

........T
CURRENT SWITCH _-----_ _ O

OP-AMP

I REFERENCE _ LADDERNETWORK
VOLTAGE

Fig. 5. Block diagram of D/A convertor (EHKMD6192)

Fig. 6. D/A Convertor (EHKIqD6192) device
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CURRENT

SWITCH
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'GATE APPROXIMATION
RESISTER

Fig. 7. Block diagram of A/D convertor (EHKMA6193

Fig. 8. A/D Converter (EHKMA6193) device
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AUDIO O [
OUTPUT O DEGLITCHER D/ACONVERTER

Fig. 9. A/D and D/A Converter peripheral ¢iruit
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Fig. 12. Newly developed semiconductor devices



Table 2 Basic specifications ofLSI MN6601,MN6602.

MN6601 MN6602

PROCESS N-CHMOS N-CHMOS

CHIPSIZE 6.08mmx 5.58mm 6.46mmx 6.18mm

TRANSISTER 10,000 TR 15,000 TR

SUPPLY VOLTAGE + 5V +5V

MAX. FREQUENCY 17.45 MHZ 17.45 MHZ

I/O INTERFACE TTL COMPATIBLE TTL COMPATIBLE

PACKAGE 64PINQIL 64PINQIL

L R L R L R P Q CRCC

i. 14 i_ 14 :I; 14 -i_ 14 .I. 14 _l- 14 14 , 14 _ll: 16r -i- -i' '1 ' 't- ;lc :1z :l

I_ 128BIT L[

(a) PCM DATA ALLOCATION in 11t

· MSB LSB

t 2 3 4 56_

(b) BIT ALLOCATIONin 1 SAMPLEDSIGNALWORD

Fig. 13. PCM Encoding format and configuration

®®®®®®®®

6
PO) _ Wi=0

i=I

6

QG _ T7'i .Wi = 0 Wi =WiGe i

_/i = WiG e, Wj = WjG ej

=WjGej
Wi, _/j: DATA WITH ERROR

Fig. 14. PCM Decoding system



Table 3 Basic specifications of lC AN6860

PROcEss IlL

[/0 TTL COMPATIBI,E _
GATENO 1092 [

CHIP SIZE 4.0mm x 4.6mm [1

MAX. FREQUENCY Tpd 25ns/GATE ]

PACKAGE 28PINDIE J

r ................................. '1

A
I 1 AI)OUq

*qcK IRLSEL 20 BH'SHIFTRESISTER

I LSII
GATE _'

VsncK _ _, Rs.
114 BIT SHIFT P,ESISTER

I

I I"
I ' K
I
I

L....... :..--:-7_-':::_,........ 7;3Z--'

Fig. I 5. Block diagnnn of AN6860.
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Type: Digitalaudiocassetterecorder

PCM standard: By Technical File - STC-007 "Consumer Use PCM Encoder-Decoder"

of Stereo Technical Committee--Video Technical Committee, EIAJ

Quantization: 14bits linearquantizing

Tape: VHSstandardvideocassette

Signal format: Standard NTSC television signal by VHS standard

Recording time: Max. 2 hours (using NV-T12OE)

Channels: 2 (L,R)

Frequency response: 21tz - 20kHz (+0, -2.5dB)

Hannonic distortion: Less than 0.01% (OdB)

Input terminals:

Line input: 80mV/50k_

Microphone input: 1.5mV/600 _2

Digital input Video format (1Vp-p/75 _2)

Output terminals:

Line output: 400mV

Digital output: Video format (lVp-p/75g_)

Remote control terminal: 8 pins DIN terminal

Edit function: 'Jump function Search function

Locate function Timer recording function

Dimensions (W x H x D)_ 16-15/16" x 10-15/16" x 13-3]8' (430 x 278 x 340 mm)

Weight: 44.1IP (20kg)

Table 3 Technical Specifications


